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As we enter the second 50 years of AI's history, it's clear that many deep and chal
lenging puzzles still remain before we can realize AI's full promise. Indeed, we don't 
really understand yet whether AI systems will ultimately be based on mathematics or 
biological models, learned or engineered. Thus, AI's future depends critically on its 
ability to attract the brightest new researchers-young people with broad knowledge 
and insight, great creativity, prodigious systems-building abilities, management skills, 
and the charisma to inspire generations of future graduate students. We envisioned the 
lEEE lntelligent Systems 10 to Watch award as a way to recognize new researchers' 
promise and early accomplishments, as well as to inspire those pursuing AI research in 
graduate school or still deciding whether to choose Al as their research specialty. 

We didn't know what to expect in response to the call for nominations, but we entered 
into this hoping for a respectable response. As it tums out, we needn't have worried. We 
received more than 50 nominations, and they're a most impressive group. The selection 
committee was truly inspired by the quality, accomplishments, diversity, and depth of 
this remarkable group of young men and women. It wasn't easy to nalTOW the list to only 
10, but we think that you too will be impressed by the winners. They represent many 
subspecialties, many approaches, and many countries. Our hemty congratulations to all! 

On a final, sad note: one of our winners, Push Singh, died shortly after being selected. 
He is memorialized by Jim Hendler separately in this issue, on page 15. 

-David L. Waltz, Center for Computational Learning Systems, Columbia University 
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steps on the Way to 
Human-Level AI 

T hree challenges to achieving human-level AI are merging knowledge representation 

r' with machine learning, scaling up reasoning with logical and probabilistic knowledge to 
c 

real-world-size problems, and developing' a theory of human-level AI. 

Addressing these challenges, my research focuses on the ability to represent, learn, and 
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E~al Rmir 
University pI Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Eyal Amir is an assislant professor of,:ompucer science aJ \he Universily oflllinois 
at Urbana.Q:unpaign. Prior to joining !he UI statfin January 2004: he was a pOstdoc
tocal researcllcr wilh SlUaIt Russcll al!he University ofCalifornia. Bed:c1ey. Amir's 
research focuses on building systems Ihal reason, learn, and maIre decisions wilh 
logical and probabilistic knowledge. Applications ofhisTeSe.'U'Ch include !he World 
'Wide Web, advenlUre games, fornlal verification ofciTcnil:S and programs, and 
controlling rnOOile robols. His I'CSC4UCh goal i human-Ic\'etAJ. Amif received the 
US National Science Foundation's Early Career Development awanf(2006) and 
Stanford University's Arthur L. Samuel Award for best compurer science PhD 
~is (2001-2002). His PhD was with John McCarthy and focused on logical AI, 
He =ivc.'d his BSc and MSc in malbem:lrics and computer science f{Om Bar
(Jan University, Israel. When he's away from his office, Aroir likes to dance, prac
tice Shotokan kanlle. and practice Olympic-style rifle shooting. 1be lalter ba.~ 

won him multiple Israeli national medals. Contact hiro al cyal@Cl>,uiuc.edu. 

reason about objects, relationships, and per
sonal knowledge. These are central to AI
for example, natural-language processing, 
sequential decision making, and diagnosis 
problem solving. Such applications must con
sider myriad objects and relations, and real
world AI applications require representation 
and reasoning mechanisms that can scale to 
thousands of objects and relations and more. 

With my coauthors (who have my deep 
gratitude), I discovered and am using two key 
mat1:lematical tools. The fIrst is a graph-based 
structure based on Craig's Interpolation The
orem in relational domains (equivalent to 

.tree-width in propositional domains). I speed 
up inference in relational representations us
ing this structure. The second tool is afarnily 
of logical representations that enables effi

.cient tracking of knowledge and beliefs in 
dynarnic domains. Such knowledge represen
tations enable efficient learning in partially 
observable domains. I have used these tools 
to develop algorithms for factored planning; 

behavior-based robot control architectures; 
and algorithms for reasoning, learning, and 
acting with explicit knowledge in large, par
tially observable domains. 

In the near future, I expect AI to focus on 
its now-visible strengths: knowledge in par
tially observable domains and connecting the 
combina.torial (logical) and analytical (proba
bilistic) in solutions to problems. My work 
and my colleagues' shows how partitioning 
and relational inference methods apply to 
systems that connect logical, probabilistic, 
and behavioral knowledge. 

In the more distant future, I expect a shift 
in AI toward massive data sets of distributed 
knowledge and resources. This will transform 
AI into a science that uses large scale instead 
ofjust grappling with it. For example, a pro
gram would sift tlu·ough masses of know1
edge and choose the pieces that best match its 
situation. Although it might not be provably 
correct, it would work well in practice. The 
advent ofWWW search methodologies and 

www.computer.orgfintelligent 

data mining's evolution from machine. learn
ing are examples of this transfOrmation. 

I plan to develop a methodology for infer
ence in first-<Jrder logic and probabilistic rep
resentations that can ignore most interactions 

.between objects, functions, and prediCates and 
also be fast and correct (for an example, see 
www. cs.uiuc.edu/-eyalfcompact-prop). 
My research will enable large,.autono~ 

mous learning and expansion of know1
edge by exploration. Autonomous agents 
would address unfamiliar situations by 
choosing knowledge from the vast amount 
available and would refIne this knowledge· 
by purposeful exploration.. 

DevelOPing new foundations and a sound 
AI theory is the longer-term challenge in AI. 
A better theory ofAI would help researchers 
build steps to human-level AI. In that vein, 
one of my goals in the next few years is to 
develop a theory of AI-completeness that 
would distinguish between humans and. 
machines using an AI-complete problem. 
There, I wish to create a concept akin to NP
completeness that would serve to focus theo
retical research in AI. 

IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 
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AI and Linguist·cs 

M y research focuses on robust and efficient computational modeling of complex 

linguistic phenomena in pragmatics, discourse, and lexical semantics. Linguists 

and computational scientists have studied these phenomena extensively for decades

they're at the core oflanguage processing. To date, rule-based approaches have predominated 

in modeling discourse and pragmatics. How
ever, these models are hard to incorporate 
in modern systems: they're valid only for 
limited domains, with no guarantee of scal
ability or portability. 

My research aims to develop models that 
combine the robustness of probabilistic 
techniques and the richness of representa
tions proposed in linguistic theories. The 
underlying phenomena's complexity rules 
out using out-of-the-box approaches and 
requires novel model formulations to make 
them amenable to statistical analysis. To 
enable accurate and efficient learning and 
inference, I employ powerful algorithmic 
tools ranging from optimization approaches 
for modeling distributional properties of 
coherent texts to graph-theoretic methods 
for capturing context dependences in con
tent selection. 

My current work focuses on two funda
mental, orthogonal dimensions of text~ 

HI's 10 to Watch 

Regina Barzila~ 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Regina Banilay i an assistant professor in the Department ofElectrical Engi
nteiing and Computer Science and a memberof the Computer Science and Artifi
cial Intelligence Labol1ltory at the MassachllSClts Instilute ofTechnology. She 
received her BSc in mathematics and MSc in computer sdence from the University 
of Ben Gurion in Ihe Negev, Israel, and her PhD in computer science from Colum
bia Univmity. r'Ollowing ber PhD, sbe was a postdoctol1lte as.~iate at Cornell 
UniVCll'ity. Her resc:arcb interests include statistical text geocl1ltion, discoun;e mod
eling. paraphrasing. and summarization. She sen~ on the editorial board of Com
putational Linguistics and is a member of the e.~ecutive committee of the Nonh 
American A.'SOCiation ofComputational Linguistics (NAACL). Her honors include a 
US National Science Foundation Early Cll.\'CCr Developmeot award (2004) and a 
Human Language Tcclmology Conference (HLT-NMCL (4) Best Paperaward. In 
2005, Barlilay was named one ofTecJrnologj' R~il!lV'$ TR35 for being a top young 
innovator oCthe 21st century. Contact her at regina@csail.mitedu. 

content and coherence. Content models 
characterize text structure in terms of the 
topics addressed and the order in which 
such topics appear. These models can spec
ify, for example, that articles about earth
quakes typically contain information about 
quake strength, location, and casualties 
and that descriptions of casualties usually 
precede those of rescue efforts. But rather 
than manually determine a given domain's 
topics, we take a distributional view, learn
ing them directly from unannotated texts 
via analysis of word-distribution patterns. 
Experiments show that automatically de
rived content models yield significant per
formance gains in text summarization and 
information ordering. 

Although content models are domain 
dependent, coherence models aim to cap
ture the properties that make well-written 
texts easier to read and understand than a 
sequence of randomly concatenated sen

tences. These models' goal is to capture 
text relatedness at the level of sentence-to
sentence transitions. Our work's key 
premise is that di~tribution of entities in 
locally coherent texts exhibits certain regu
larities that can be induced automatically 
from raw texts. The coherence models 
operate over an automatically computed 
representation that reflects distributional, 
syntactic, and referential information about 
discourse entities. Our model learns map
ping between transitional patterns and the 
degree of text coherence, thereby making it 
possible to automatically assess text qual
ity. In fact, the rankings our coherence 
model produces show significant agree
ment with human coherence judgments 
elicited for automatically generated texts. 

My long-term goal is to continue 
developing methods with sound probabilis
tic and linguistic foundations to obtain 
robust and powerful natural language pro
cessing systems. 
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AI and Social Netuvorks 

I research the dynamics of social networks found in online communjties and email net

works. I believe that we can analyze these networks to compute useful data about each 
c 

user's social environment and that we can use the result to develop intelligent user inter

faces and inform an understanding of communication patterns. 

AI's 10 to ate h
 

Jennifer Golbeck 
Joint Institute for Knowledge Discovery, 

University of Maryland 

Jennifer Golbeck is a posldoclOral researcher and research coordinator of 
!he newly founded ~oin,tlnstitute for Kol?wledge Discovery at the Univer
sity ofMaryland, College Park, in th~ UniverSity of Maryland 10 tilUle for 
Advanced Computer St llie5. She receive'd her AD in ecOnomic .and her 
sn and SM in computer sciellCe from the University of Chicago. Golbeck 
received her PhD in computer science from the University QfM!U'Ylanaio 
2005. Herdissenatlon addressed computi'ng and applying trusl in Web- • 
based ocial networks. and she's genc,.i1ly iOlerested in !Tow 10 use ~al· 

network analysis with online communities and communication nelwork to . 
create inlclligenl application .1n 2005, Golbcck was selecled lL~ a DIIRP" 
IPTO Young Il\vestigalOr and received an American Association for Univer
sity Women Gradual Award. When he' away from ber computer, she runs 
maralbons and spends time wIth her two golden retrievers. Tt and K. Conlacl 
her al golbeck(itcs.umd.cdu. . 

Tens of millions of people participate in 
Web-based social networks, and more than 
140 Web si~eshave'morethan 200 million 
user accounts aI110ng them. Because the 
data is on the Web, it's publicly accessible
particularly withthegi'owth of Semantic 
Web technologies for ~epresenting so~iil\ 
networks. I'm ~Iso looking at networks 
bu.ilt from tlle Enron Email Corpus, a pub
lic collection ~fmailboxes from 150 Enron 
executives comprising'over 500,000 mes
sages and 20,000 unique users. 

With these data sets, I'm continuing work 
I began with my dissertation, investigating 
trust in social networks. As part of that pro
ject, I developed algorithm:s for computing 
personalized inferences of trust relation
ships between individuals in the network, 
based on trust values on the paths that con
nec~ them, I have used those algorithms 
to create systems that incorporate us~rs' 

social information. An ongoing project, 

FilmTrust, uses trust values to generate 
predictive movie ratings and determine the 
order in which movie reviews are presented 
(http://trust.mindswap.orglFilmTrust). I'm 
currently extending my analysis to develop a 
model of what factors people use in assign~ 

ing trust,. I'm also working on several other 
applications of trust, including filtering open 
source intelligence and prioritizing default 
rules for nonmonotonic reasoning. 

I'm extending my work to understand
ing social networks' temporal dynamics. 
First, I'minterested in how real-world 
events affect the connection patterns visi
ble in a network. Particularly, I'm inter
ested in tracking whether identifiable 
clusters exhibit changes in activities at 
identifiable times. If we can recognize 
these clusters and correlate them with 
events or stages of projects, we can use 
their communication patterns predictively. 
For example, if a cluster is known to be 

www.computer.org/intelligent 

active in the early stages of certain project 
types, detecting familiar activity in real 
time could signal the beginning of a new 
project. If we can do this reliably, it's 
applicable in a number of spaces,includ
ing intelligence analysis. 

I'm also looking at how network central
ity correlates to temporal statistics for users. 
I'm testing how an individual's centrality 
changes over time as well as how an individ
ual's centrality correlates to the person's 
time iii the network or since his or her last 
activity. Certain centrality measures indicate 
influence in the network and thus suggest 
which members control communication or 
access to other members. Understanding 
how these factors are manifested might let 
liS engineer social networks to optimize 
participation or access to information. 

Computing for everyday users has 
largely become a social, Internet-based 
activity. I believe an important direction 
for AI is one that explores what it means 
to be intelligent with respect to users' 
social contexts. 
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T
raditional~y, ~I re~earc~ has drawn .ins:irati~n ~rom human cognition, seeking to 

produce SImilarly Illtelhgent behavIOr III artIficIal systems. In my research, I tum 

this relationship around, drawing inspiration from the successes of AI, machine learning, 

and statistics and using ideas from these disciplines to better understand how human 

minds work. Because human beings are 
still the standard to which artificial sys
tems are compared in many contexts, from 
learning language to scientific discovery, 
this approach also has the potential to pro
vide new insights that can lead to advances 
in AI. 

My main interest is in understanding 
how people make inductive inferences, 
reasoning to underdetermined conclusions 
from limited evidence. Despite the notori
ous difficulty of such inferences, people 
make them successfully every day, learn
ing the meaning of words, recognizing 
new causal relationships, and making pre
dictions about future events with ease. I 
try to identify the computational problems 
that underlie these inferences, think about 
these problems' optimal solutions, and 
examine how well the optimal solutions 
correspond to human behavior. Many in
ductive problems can be formulated as 

nl's 10 to Watch 

Tom Griffiths 
University of California, Berkeley 

Tom Griffiths is an assislaJlt professor of psychology and cognitive science 
atlbe Unive(Sity of Califomia, Berkeley. He received his BA in p'ychology 
from the Univclliity ofWestern AU'tralia and his MS in statistics and PhD in 
psychology from Stanford University (the latter in 2005). Griffiths was a 
faculty member at Brown Uni ersity's Depanment of Cognitive and Lin
guistic Sciences before moving to Berkeley. His researchfocuses on lhe 
development of computational models of human cognition ,,!,ith an.empha
sis on using ideas from Bayesian statislics and machine learning. In 2003, 
he won prius for best studen! paper in both the nalUral-systems and syn
lhelic-systems categorie.~ at the Neural Informalion Processing Systems 
Confereoce. HaVing been a competitive fencer for everal years, he strug
gles to integrate his work life with his enlhusiasm for the epee. Contact him 
attom..griffilhs@brown.edu. 
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problems of statistical inference, so I 
often end up evaluating the connection 
between statistical methods developed in 
AI and machine learning research and 
people's judgments. Thinking about tasks 
that people seem to be able to perform so 
effortlessly is a rich source of problems 
for which good formal analyses and algo
rithms have yet to be developed. Because 
of this, I spend a lot of time exploring new 
sta'tistical methods in their own right. 

At present, my research efforts focus on 
two inductive problems: learning causal 
relationships and learning language. Recent 
work in AI on causal graphical models pro
vides a great foundation for asking ques
tions about human causal learning and 
makes it possible to define models that 
make remarkably accurate quantitative 
predictions about people's judgments. 
Learning language is a perennial problem 
in both AI and cognitive science, and my 

emphasis has been on developing statistical 
models that capture some of the structure 
of human languages. In bothenterprises, 
methods from nonpararnetric Bayesian sta
tistics have enabled me and my colleagues 
to define statistical models that increase in 
complexity as more data becomes avail
able-something necessary to capture the 
scope and flexibility of human cognition. 

My great hope for the future is to see a 
closer integration between the studies of 
artificial and natural intelligence. Psychol
ogists were present at the birth of AI, and 
computer scientists were present at the 
birth of cognitive science. Over the last 50 
years, the two disciplines have drifted in 
and out of contact with one another. I see 
the rigorous formal methods developed in 
AI research as intensely valuable to under
standing human cognition and human cogni
tion as a guide to solving some of AI's hard
est problems. A closer integration between 
the two disciplines strikes me as the best 
way to develop a deeper understanding of 
intelligent systems. 
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Steven Gustafson 
General Electric .Global Research Center 

Steven Gustafson l~ a compuler :scienli<t at theGener.1l Eleclric Glob;ll Resean:h 
CeJllCC in Ni.~kayuna. New York. As 3 memberof Ihe Compul:itional Intelligence 
lab, he develops and applie:s advanced hI and Dl3ClIine lepming algorithms for 
complex problem solving. HelllCcived his PhD in comPUtet science from the Uni
versity of Nottingham, UK. where he was 3 n:sean;h fellow in lheAutomated Sched
uling, Optimisation and Planning a~ Group. He received his BS and MS in 
compulet sciencefrom Kansas bll: Univcc;ilY, when: he was a I'CS(aICh assistanl in 
the Knowledge Discovery in Dalabases Labordlory. His PhD dissenati n, an analy
sis of 3 bio ogiCally inspired se:ucll algorithm in the space ofComputcc programs, 
was nominaled for the British Compute./' Society and the Conference of Profcssocs 
and Hcad$ of Compuling Distinguished Dissertation award, which recognizes the 
top PhD II is in the UK computer science: community. In 2005 and 2006, he coau
thored papers that won the Best P:1pcc Award atlbe Europe;m Conference on Genetic 
Programming. Outside of worK, GusJafson enjoys lilcralWe and lmYcling with his 
wife and infant son. Contact him at steven.gus!llfson@rcsearch.ge.com. 

creative Problem Solving 
with Genetic Programming 

G enetic programming is a heuristic search method that uses a population of variable

. length computer programs and a search strategy based on biological evolution. It 

represents an intuitive method for automatically evolving programs. (For examples of 

.genetic programming, see the latest editions of IEEE publications.) 

Several grand ~hallenges exist in genetic 
programming, one of which helps illustrate 
an advantage of the method. By representing 
solutions with programs, practitioners specify 
the solution primitives in famruariiIgorithmic 
lJuilding blocks. llwseprimitives are usually 
similar to, or th.e s<UTIe as, those in most highc 

level prograill!ning, languages.Actuaily con
.. StlUcting prograr.i1s from these primitives 
.. (including the progrmn's topological struc

ture and content) is left to the trarisformation 
operators and evolutionary proc~ss in the 
genetic programming search strategy.How
ever, a very complex problemarises: how do 
wettansform solutions represented by pro
grams? Although a high-Ievellai)guage.such 
as Javais amenable to human programming, 

. it's extremely sensitive to small changes in 
syntax and semantics. In genetic program
~ng, solutions represented by programs are 
very sensitive to transformation operators. 
Thus, the appeal of specifying a solution as a 
program cari be offset by the complexitY of 

defining representation-sensitive transforma
tion operators. In genetic programming, the 
difficulty in designing well-behaving opera
tors is typically avoided by using random
transformation operators, carrying out a com
putationallycomplex search process,and 
tolerating overly complex solutions. 

. MyPI1p research addressed the need to 
understand the dynamics of genetic program
ming that encourageefficient, effective 
search. I focused on a critical property of 
genetic programming search: the population. 
This relates to many aspects of the genetic 
programming algorithm. Diversity was used 
to describe and analyze populations and their 
effect on search. The research led to several 
informative measures ofdiversity, useful for 
controlling and predicting the outcome of 
search, and algorithm enhancements that help 
explain the dynamics of genetic program
ming search on new problems. My future 
work addresses genetic programming's po
tential to leverage knowledge from other 

www.computer.org/intelligent 

fields (such as programming languages and 
software engineering) to improve search (for 
example, to design better-behaving trans
formation operators and representations) 
and evolve better programs (that is, programs 
that are maintainable, extendable, and self
reconfigurable and that better use the vast 
array ofexisting software libraries). 

My current work aims for innovation in 
science and algorithm research via real-world 
problem solving. At the GE Global Research 
Center, I research advanced learning and 
search algorithms for solving a wide range of 
data mining, optimization, and learning prob
lems. Working in the scope of solving real
world problems requires balanCing long-term 
research agendas with measurable short-term 
results. This creates the need to address often
overlooked research problems; such as the 
inefficiency of genetic programming trans
formation operators and solutions. Applying 
adventurous AI methods such as genetic 
programming to real-world problems has 
the potential to create new, innovative solu
tions as well as provide critical advance
ments to the method. 
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M y research is concerned with the logical foundations of computer science and 

AI. In AI, I have a particular interest in knowledge representation for two rea

sons: it's a central issue in almost every AI application and, accordingly, located at the 

very heart of AI; and it crucially depends on formally well-understood languages and 

automated reasoning techniques. This in has blossomed. In particular, there is a 
. dicates the high benefit of developing a tight connection between theoretical re

logical underpinning of the field. search' into DLs' logical foundations and 
My research in knowledge representa the highly efficient DL reasoners many 

tion emphasiies description logics, a pop applications use today. Theoretical results 
ular family of logic-based knowledge rep map out DLs' landscape and interrelate 
resentation formalisms. DLs' main appli expressive power and computational com
cations are providing a formal description plexity, and implementation work pro
of an application domain's relevant no vides important feedback about which DL 
tions and reasoning about these notions. features are useful and feasible in prac
For example, DLs have been successfully tice. This allows the achievement of the 
used to systematize medical terms in the careful balance between expressive power 
SNoMED-CT terminology, which is widely and computational complexity that char
used in US health care. Recently, DLs have acterizes modem DLs. 
experienced tremendous interest because In my own DLs research, I have, for 
of their use as ontology languages and the example, contributed to the theoretical 
W3C's standardization of OWL-DL as the understanding of DLs that lets us refer to 
ontology language of the Web. numerical data in terminologies, to finite

In description logic, the connection be model reasoning in DLs, and to identify
tween logic and knowledge representation ing DLs with tractable reasoning prob-
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Carsten ~utz 
Institute of Theoretical Computer Science 

Carsten lutz is a postdoctoral researcher at the Institute ofTbeoreticaJ 
Computer Scien<:e of Dresden University ofTechnology in Gemlany. 1-Ie 
received his diplOma (comparable to MA) in computer science from the 
University of Ilamburg and his PhD in computer science from RWTII 
Aachen University in 2002. His PhD thesis developed and analyzed a family 
of description logics that allow the representation of abstract conceptual 
knOWledge and concrete numerical data in an integrated way. His current 
research Interest revolve around modal and tcmporallogic's use in com
puter science and AJ, including description logics for knowledge representa
tion, t~rnporal and dynamic logics for hardware and software systems verifi
cation, modal logics of space, and logics for multiagent systems. In 2006, he 
subuuued llis habilitation thesis to Dresden University ofTechnology. In his 
spare lime., he can usually be found exploring the beautiful surroundings of 
Dresden. Contact him :lllul1.@tcs.inf.tu-dresdcn.de. 
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lems. The latter are currently being imple
mented in the reasoning system CEL, and 
the first evaluations regarding perform
ance and usability are very promising. I've 
also worked on understanding the connec
tion between DLs and other AI subfields, 
linking them to nonmonotonic logic and 
reasoning about action. 

ConCerning DLs' future, I believe that 
their use as an ontology language opens 
up many opportunities but also poses seri
ous new research challenges. For exam
ple, integrating and interoperating multi

, pie ontologies is crucial in many appli
cations. I believe that if DLs are properly 
developed as ontology languages with an 
eye on both theory and practice, they 
might be able to come out of the AI ex
perimentation lab to mainstream com
puter science. 
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PragneshJa~ Modi 
Drexel University 

Pragnesh Jay Modi is an as:.islant professor in [}reJ( I Univmity's Dep;utment
 
ofComputer Sci nee. One of the first in his family to graduate from college, he
 
received his PhD in computer science from the Uni~ersity ofSoulhern California
 
(2003) and his BS with. honoo in comp.l1lersciencc and marh from Caqtegie
 
MeUoo Univcniity. His disserollion, "DislribulCd Constraint Optimiz.atioo for
 
Multiagenl Systems;' made sevcml <;onlributions 10 di.wiburcd constraint rea

soning. Modi was chair of the Amerjc;lS School QlI Agenl$ and Mul.tiagenl Sys

tems, chairoflheDi.slriliuted Constrainl ReaSoning W rtshbp. and a program
 
committee IDem rfor lheAulonomous Acen15 and Multiagent Syste:rns Confer

ence and tIie National Conference on ArtificiailillelJigence. He baS reViewed for
 

• Arrijiciallm(fligence. Journal ofArtijiciallmelligencll RllSearclt, and Joumalof 
Auto1U?1TI0USAgenlS (f(1I1 MUltiagenJ Systems. He's intere$led in developing rep
resentations and lI:3SOning algorithms for automated and semlautomared coooii
natioD Ora~enl decisions and activilies. Contact him at pmodi@cs.drexcl.cdu.. 

AI and Multiagent
Coordination 

Complex real-world tasks such as disaster rescue, security patrolling and policing, and 

large-event crowd control are extremely difficult in part because they require humans to . 

coordinate an overwhelming number of decisions and actions in real time under stressful dyn

amic conditions. One potential application of my research is the development of intelligent 

systems that can facilitate infonnation shar
ing,.conflict detection and reSolution, col
laborative planning, and other intelligent 
functions to substantially assisthumansin 
performing complex coordination tasks. 

Fromits inception, the field ofAI haMo
cused on how agents can make intelligent de
cisions, and I believe a key manifestation of 
such intelligence is the ability to coordinate 
effectively with others. While AI research 
sees several approaches to multiagent coordi
nation (such as economic game theory and . 
distributed Markov models), I'm particularly 
interested in developing and applying the . 
Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem 
as a key paradjgm for multiageritcoordina
tion. I believe ncOP is a promising approach 
because it leverageS existing research in con
straint-based representations that have a long 
history of proven success in AI. 

In my thesis research, I developed the first 
algorithm forDCOP, named Adopt (Asyn
chronous Distributed Optirnization)~ where 

communication is completely asynchronous 
and guaranteed to obtain globally optimal so
lutions (under reliable communication con
ditions). Asynchronous communication lets 
.agents make decisions in parallel, substan
tially decreasing the timeit takes to find a 
globally optimal solution. Another interesting 
feature pfAdopt is that it admits bounded
error approximation. Bounded-error approxi
mation is useful when time and communica
tionresourcei;are limited and agents must 
quickly find a solution even if it's not opti
mal.A key feature of this approximation in 
Adopt is that provable quality guarantees are 
still available. 

Looking forward,we can see new comput
ing paradigms for intelligent agents on the 
horizon. Computing devices are becoming 
more portable and powerful (such as hand
helds and cell phones) and network technolo
gies are more effectively supporting wireless 
data, audio, and video traffic (such as ad hoc, 
Wi-Fi, and mobile networks). Unfortunately, 

www.computer.orglintelligent 

many of today's multiagent coordination 
algorithms weren't explicitly designed with 
such computing environments in mind, and 
significant challenges remain. Here are three 
open questions I consider crucial: 

•	 How can we design distributed agent sys
tems that solve difficult coordination prob
lems with limited time or communication 
(for example, when communication is un
reliable, expensive, or risky, or when privacy 
restrictions prevent infonnation exchange)? 

•	 How can we design distributed agent sys
tems that are open (that is, design algo
rithms that can cope with fluidity), where 
agents come and go from the system? 

•	 How can we design distributed agent sys
tems that work in dynamic environments 
(that is, where communicated infonnation 
can quickly become obsolete)? 

These research challenges go to the heart of 
interaction between intelligent entities. Ifwe 
want computers to help us with complex dis
tributed real-world tasks, we must address 
these challenges as a central priority ofAI 
research. 
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I believe that the best research brings together theory and practical needs. The Seman

tic Web context offers a perfect environment for applying theoretical methods devel

oped in AI to the practical problems of the Web. My work has long been concerned with 

exploring knowledge acquisition and representation techniques for improving application 

development and the user experience on 

the Web. 
The practical motivation behind my thesis 

topic was the rapidly developing Web ser
vices area: as Web serVices have increased in 
number and become more critical to Web 
applications, the need to develop methods 
and tools that support (semi)automatic ser
vice discovery and composition has grown. 
Research on Semantic Web services ap
proaches these problems by developing ways 
to produce formal service specifications that 
can be used to automate typical Web service 
tasks. Some major issues, which my thesis 
addresses, relate to how these descriptions 
should be structured and whether they can 
be (semi)automatically generated. By using 
Semantic Web services technology in several 
projects, I derived a set ofconcrete knowl
edge representation suggestions regarding 
Semantic Web service descriptions' content 
and structure. The OWL-S committee--the 
international standardization body in this 

RI . S' lOt 0 Wilt ch 

area--used these. Also, my research has 
shown that it is possible to automatically 
acquire a significant part of the domain 
knowledge needed to describe Web services 
from sources such as their textual descrip
tions or underlying tools' APIs. These algo
rithms' evaluation in the practical context of 
bioinformatics Web services has shown that, 
on average, half of the needed knowledge 
can be acquired automatically. 

In recent years, the Semantic Web commu
nity has made a conscious effort to migrate its 
technologies into the real (that is, large, het
ereogeneous, distributed, dynamically chang
ing, and open) Web environment, thus gradu
ally dropping the simplifying assumptions 
inherent in much Semantic Web research. I 
believe that this tendency brings ample op
portunities to further explore the synergy 
between AI and the Web. 

For example, I'm already adapting my doc
toral work to enhance online Web service repos
itories. For this, I primarily rely on knowledge 

Marta Sabou 
Knowledge Media Institute 

Marta Sabou i a n:seareh fellow at the Knowledge Media II\stilUle of the Open 
U.ni\'el:iilY, UK. She receiwd a bachelor's degree in system engineering from the 
Technical Oniv ity ofCluj-Napoca, Romania. and a masler'S degree in AI from the 
Vrije Univeniteil,AmstCfdam. In 2005. shecompleledher PbDalthe Vrije Univtr
siteit's Knowledge Represel1lalion Gioup on the topic ofenhancing and (semi)aUlo
maticaUy leaming ontologies to specify the semantic description ofWeb services. 
Much ofhud0Cl9fll.l woo: w;lS carried out in the contexl of major European re.!>eafCh 
projects, such as WondcrWeb, KnowledgeWeb, and SWAP. Her research also 
invoh'~ significant cooperation with the UK·funded myGrid project ~d tlie 
OWL-S stIndardizatiou commiltee and was pu~lished al the V{WW and lolcma
tiooal Semantic Web Conferences and in the Journal ofWeb StntllJllics. Currently 
she fOClLSell on developing ontology evaluaiion and selectioolechniques thaI can be 
applied in the new environ!"flent provided by the emerging Semanlic Web. Thi topic 
is part of the research agenda of lwo European project~ Open Knowledge and 
NeOn. In her spare time, she enjoys swimming, worting OUt, and learning fo~ign 
languages (currently Dulch and Italian). ConlaCt her at r.m.sabou@open.ae.uk. 

acquisition and presentation techniques devel
oped by the Semantic Web community. These 
are currently poorly structured due to the diffi
culty of acquiring metadata about their large, 
dynamically changing service collections. 

I'm also interested in investigating the 
challenges raised by extending Semantic 
Web tools. Most current tools'fely on a sin
gle ontology and therefore function only 
within the domain this ontology defines. An 
ontology-based question-answering system, 
for example, is constrained to answer ques
tions phrased using concepts defined by the 
ontology that it incorporates. Obviously, to 
fully benefit from the Semantic Web, the 
new generation of tools should dynamically 
select and combine appropriate semantic data 
directly from the Web (thus automatically 
adapting themselves to the user's context 
and information need). Therefore, a need 
exists for efficient, robust techniques to per
form automatic ontology selection and eval
uation, identify relevant ontology modules, 
and dynamically combine them according 
to the application's needs. These issues are 
fundamental to establishing a new, real 
Semantic Web. 

1'1> ;) NP 
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Ric.hard A. Watson 
University of Southampton 

Richard A. Wa.tson is ~ senior lecturer in tilt naluml sysleltl!l research group at the 
Univecsity ofSouthampton's Schoolof Electronics and Compuler Science. l:Ie re
~.jvcd his SA ipAI from lhc Univen;ity ofSu~ in 1990 and !hen worked in iodus
tty for aboullive years. Renuning to academia, he chose S\1SliCX again for an MSc in 
knowlcdg ~ systems. where he was inttoduccd 10 cvolulionary modeling. His 
PhD in computer science at Brandeis Uoivusity (2002) rt..<mllcd in 22 pubJicati~ 

and adisscttation addr:essing the algorithmic conceplS underlying thc major ttansi
tions in evolution. Aplisld6ctor:il positiOllal HllroU'd Univernty's Dejldl1J1llmt ofOr
gailismic and Evolutionary Biology provided llaining to complement his computer 
science background. He now has.over 35 jOllJ'llai and conference publications on lOp

ics spanning artificial life. robori •evolutionary computatiOn, and compulalionaJ bi
ology. At SQulhamplon, ~. s esublislting a new research group and leadi\lg prepara
lion of a new MSc. in complexity science. He is the autho/ of Compositional E~'f)/u-
lion: The ImplIct ofSa, Symbiosis, aniJ Momllarity on the Gradualist Framework of 
EwJlufi~/1 (MIT Press. 2006). ConlaCl him at raw@ecs.so~on.ac.uk. ' 

AI and Algorithmic
 
Biology
 

I 've taken to calling my research field algorithmic biology-the use of algorithmics and variation, But the space of algorithmic proc

esses includes more than just hill-elimbing,
 complexity theory to understand 'the scientific principles that undetlieboth computa
and biology is pretty open-minded about
 

tional methods and biological systems. AI has always been interdisciplinary, with one foot
 using what works; In fact, we can better un


in cognitive science and the other in computer science. Nouvelle AI, as some have called derstand the biological phenomena mentioned
 
earlier as a form of a bottom-up divide-and


it, has goals (among others) in animal behav to-understand algorithm that has become conquer process, and this means that they
 
ior and robotics. And ArtifiCial Life both deeply ingrained in evolutionary thinking can evolve systems that are impossible within
 
asks deep questions about the nature oftiv in the last 150 years. But is such a trivial the hill-climbing paradigm.
 
ing things and perhaps prorriises new tech- . algorithm sufficient to derive all this com

niques of self-organization, self-repair, and plexity? As computer scientists. we know
 
self-reproduction in engineered systems. that hill-climbing hfis limitations.
 
However, my favorite algorithmic process in. Recently, there's been increasing aware T his observation's significance for both
 
biology isn't anyone of these but rnth((tthe ness of.some previously underresearched biology and evolutionary computation is
 
process that has driven things from one end biological phenomena, including lateral gene scalability-in particular, the potential for
 
of this spectrum to the other: from'~imple, traiisft;:r,endosymbiosis, and mechanisms adaptation to form assemblages of simpler
 
self-replicating molecules, throughrillmer involved in.the major evolutionary transi units into aggregate units through several
 
ous scales of organization, to the vast space tions.Although such mechanisms act within scales of hierarchical complexity. Person-'
 
ofcomplex systems that includes intelligent riatur<iJ selection, they present a pr\)blem for ally, I think much is stiilmissing in our un

animals like us. the hill-climbing model of adaptation. Ex derstanding of the algorithmic processes in
 

Darwin prqvided the first algorithmic change and fusion of genetic material be nature that couple microevolution and mac

account of how biological complexity has tween populations potentially allows innova roevolution. Likewise, there is a lot missing
 
arisen by showing how heritable variation tion that neither ancestral population could in our ability to make al!tomatic design and
 
and differential reproductjon interact to pier achieve via random modifications within its optimization methods that scale up to pro

duce evolution by natural selection. .As cOIn~ . own local neighborhood of genotypes. How vide really sophisticated solutions worthy
 
puter scientists, we recogniZe this process as ever, adherence to a simplified algorithmic of comparison with hand-designed sys

a means for biology to implement a form of paradigm has caused such phenomena to be tems, let alone biological complexity. But
 
population-based stochastic localsearch or treated as curios and squeezed into the hill research in both these arenas can benefit
 
hill-climbing. Hill-climbing is a simple, easy- climbing framework as just another form of greatly by learning from each other. ~
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Push Singh (1972-2006) 

James Hendler. University ofMaryland 

I t was with great sadness that I learned of Push Singh's 

death on 28 February this year. This remembrance is 

in lieu of the essay we expected to publish for his "AI Ten 

to Watch" award. It would be hard to write even if I knew 

him only through the paperwork submitted with his nom
ination. In Push's case, however, it's much harder, for I 
had recently begun talking with him about research ideas, 
and he had some exciting thoughts that I 

have slowly been gaining the interest of many researchers 
inside and outside the Media Lab. To us his loss is inde

, scribable because of how we could communicate so much 
and so quickly in so very few words, as though we were 
parts of a single mind." 

Henry Lieberman, who worked with Push on the 
Open Mind project, said, "Push and his students worked 
on collecting common sense and developing architec
tures and tools surrounding the knowledge. My students 

and I concentrated on applying this 
knowledge to improve all kinds ofwas eager to pursue during an upcoming 

sabbatical. In interactive applications: browsers, 
Push started at the Massachusetts Insti ~ editors, garnes, phones, etc. Push 

tute of Technology as an undergraduate in ~. helped me teach my course, where we 
1988, staying on as a graduate student and i" taught students how to understand and 

2
completing his thesis in MIT's Depart 5 work with commonsense knowledge. 

u
ment of Electrical Engineering and Com c; It has now grown tl;l the point that 
puter Science in 2005. His advisor was ~ there are numerous projects involving 
Marvin Minsky, one of AI's founders. ~ common sense in many, if not most, of 

~ the other groups at the Media Lab, and Push was slated to begin a position as a 
~ also elsewhere. This collaboration has faculty member in the MIT Media Labo

ratory in 2007 after, as he described it to ~ been one of the most productive and 
me, a much-needed year off "to think." .~ fruitful of my career, and I thus owe him 

Push's research was based partly on og a tremendous debt that I shall never 
Marvin's society-of-minds approach, ~ have the opportunity to repay." (For 
exploring what common sense was and 
how it could develop. His thesis, "EM-ONE: An Architec
ture for Reflective Commonsense Thinking," included the 
creation of Open Mind Common Sense (http://csc.media. 
mit.edu), a Web-based approach to acquire commonsense 
knowledge from the general public. He also developed a 
layered cognitive architecture aimed at exploring how 
reasoning about physical, social, and mental domains 
could work. 

In remembering him, Marvin Minsky said, "Push had 
just been appointed to become a new professor at MIT, to 
pursue what we knew would be a brilliantly productive 
career. For several years we have been designing an ambi
tious project to develop [commonsense] theories, which 

these and many other tributes to Push, 
see http://pedia.media.mit.edu/wikilPush_Singh.) 

In my own discussions with Push, we were exploring 
how to put his commonsense work, especially the Open 
Mind project, together with the Semantic Web work I do. 
From the first moment we talked, I could tell he was a 
brilliant young man with inspiring ideas. I looked forward 
to working with him, fully expecting to learn more than 
I could teach. We 'planned a visit for him to discuss his 
research and how we could proceed. While I didn't know 
him as well as Marvin, Henry, and the many students, fac
ulty, and friends he had at MIT and beyond, I can't believe 
I'll never get a chance to pursue these ideas with this tal
ented young scientist. He will be missed. ~ 
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